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VET-MUN REAGENT STRIPS 

Test for Urea Nitrogen in Whole Milk 
 

 
 

PURPOSE 

 

Urea is the major end product of protein nitrogen metabolism.  It is 

synthesized in the liver from ammonia, which is produced by amino 

acid de-amination. Milk urea nitrogen is the fraction of milk protein 

that is derived from blood urea nitrogen (BUN). In Holstein’s, 

MUN normally represents about 0.19 percentage points of the 

normal 3.2% total milk protein. When cows consume feed 

containing protein, if bacteria cannot capture the ammonia and 

convert it to microbial protein, the excess ammonia is absorbed part 

of the protein is degraded to ammonia by rumen microbes across the 

rumen wall. Because ammonia can shift blood pH, the liver 

converts ammonia to urea to be excreted or recycled. Urea diffuses 

freely across cell membranes; therefore MUN concentrations 

represent blood urea. If MUN values are high, the herd is possibly 

wasting feed protein along with excreting excess nitrogen into the 

environment. If MUN values are too low, the rumen bacteria yield 

can be reduced thereby limiting milk production and milk protein 

yield. 

 

The dry chemical pathway utilized in the VET-MUN Reagent Strips 

has been described by Ormerod, T.P. in 1968. This procedure is a 

quick, convenient way to semi-quantitatively approximate Milk 

Urea Nitrogen levels in whole milk.   

 

Care must be taken to follow the directions in this insert to obtain 

accurate results.  Any discrepancies between normal test results 

should be confirmed by more accurate laboratory methods.  VET-

MUN Reagent Strips do not replace laboratory methods. 

 

PRINCIPLE 

 

The chemical principle behind these strips utilizes urease to 

hydrolyze the milk urea to carbon dioxide and ammonium 

hydroxide.  The ammonium hydroxide increases the alkalinity and 

the change in pH is indicated by color change of the Bromthymol 

Blue (BTB) indicator. 

 

                     Urease 
Urea +   H

2
0 ---------- 2 NH4OH(aq) + CO2 

 

 

REAGENT COMPOSITION 

 

The reagent for the VET-MUN Reagent Strips contains the 

following: 0.10% w/w ammonium citrate, 0.15% w/w enhancer, 

0.20% bromothymolblue, 0.75kU/ml urease. 

 

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS 

 

1. For in vitro diagnostic use only. 

2. Urease and BTB Indicator not be ingested. 

3. Reagents may be irritating to the skin.  Avoid contact. 

4. Raw milk specimens should be considered infectious and 

handled appropriately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STORAGE AND HANDLING 

 

NOTE: All warnings, precautions, and proper storage procedures 

must be followed to avoid deterioration of VET-MUN Reagent 

Strips. 

1. Store bottle at temperatures between 15°- 30°C (59°- 86° F) and out 

of direct sunlight. 

2. All unused strips must store in original bottle.  Do not transfer to 

any other container.  

3. Do not remove the white packet (desiccants) from bottle.  Replace 

cap quickly and tightly after use. 

4. Do not touch test areas of the strip. 

5. Protect against exposure to light, moisture, and heat which will alter 

reagent activity. 

 

SPECIMEN COLLECTION 

 

The milk required for the test can be taken at any time during 

milking. The sample should be tested immediately after collection; 

if not, it should be kept in a refrigerator and warmed to room 

temperature prior to testing. If repeated tests are conducted in a herd 

sampling should always take place at the same milking. 

 

DIRECTIONS 

 

Remove from the bottle only enough strips for immediate use and 

replace cap tightly. 

Apply a large drop of fresh raw milk to completely cover reagent 

pad.  Make sure the milk does not touch the edge of the pad. 

Wait exactly 90 seconds using a stop-watch to keep time. 

After 90 seconds, tap the side of the strip firmly on a paper towel to 

remove excess milk from the reagent pad. 

Immediately compare pad to color chart and record result. Care 

must be taken to read results before colors fade. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Results are given directly in urea nitrogen mg/dL on color chart.  To 

convert to urea mg/dL multiply urea nitrogen value by 2.14. Normal 

values for MUN vary between species and should be verified by 

laboratory determined normal range values. 

 

LIMITATIONS 

A large drop of fresh raw milk is necessary to completely cover 

reagent area. It is not desirable to use the milk sample mixed with 

preservatives (sodium azide, boric acid, etc.). 

Any fat adhering to the reagent part can interference with the color 

reaction. If the sample being tested is colostrum the reading of the 

color reaction is more difficult because of the milk’s intrinsic color. 

The test should be carried out as soon as possible after removal of 

the test strip from the container. 

The color reaction should be read under a good light, for example, 

fluorescent strip lighting. If different shades of color appear at the 

margin and in the center of the reagent part, the reading is based on 

the central color. 

 

 

 

 

 



MATERIALS PROVIDED 

 

1. One bottle containing 25 or 50 strips of VET-MUN Reagent 

Strips 

2. A color chart for reading test results is printed on the bottle label 

 

OTHER REQUIRED MATERIALS 

 

 

1. Stop-watch for precise timing 

2. Paper towel to wipe off milk from strip 
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If you have a problem or question, please call our Customer 

Service Department at toll free 1-800-222-9880. 
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